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This easy-to-read book is jam-packed with all of the information you need to understand and
simplify the Ebay shipping process! Shipping is a huge part of selling online, but it is often the most
overwhelming and confusing part of the Ebay process. In "Ebay Shipping Made Easy!", Ebay Power
Seller and Top-Rated Seller Ann Eckhart (of the popular blog www.SeeAnnSave.com) shows you
how EASY and COST-EFFECTIVE it is to ship your items through Ebay. In no time at all, you will
learn how to ship your orders from the comfort of your own home and eliminate the need to make
multiple trips to the Post Office. This book will not only save you time, but it will also save you a lot
of money!
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I have sold some items on ebay, but could not get an accurate shipping price on my own. I would
then be surprised at my charges when i took my sold items to the post office to be shipped. This
book explains the process thoroughly and clearly. I was ordering a postal scale before i finished the
book. Thanks for solving this problem for me! This author knows her stuff!

I have ordered another e-book from Ms. Eckhart in the past, and I was pleased with that purchase.
However, I found this e-book, which is supposed to make shipping easy, to be weak on the
international shipping topic. Since moving into the international market has become very important
in this economy to boost sales, it is imperative that any eBay seller who decides to ship
internationally knows what to do. I would not care so much about this except that I needed
information on shipping and this e-book says it provides that info.As far as international shipping,
Ms. Eckhart basically just directs the reader to use the Global Shipping Program on eBay. The
problem is that the Global Shipping Program does not always work and is not always a good choice.
Sometimes a seller just wants to send internationally without using the Global Shipping Program. It
would have been nice to have a brief walk-through of what is required in the eBay data fields, just
one example of actually filling out the international shipping information for a listing. Perhaps that
would have required more effort to write, but I would have been happy to pay an extra dollar or two
to have that info right on my PC Kindle. As it is, I feel that I paid for fairly basic information on
shipping (since eBay is a world-wide company) and did not get it. Not so happy with this purchase.

I really liked the lay out of this book, easy to read. The information will take the kinks out of my
shipping and give me more profit on each sale, I like that.

I found this book to be a very helpful and informative source of knowledge about EBay shipping. It is
a quick read, but is full of facts you need to know and certainly simplifies a process that can be quite
complicated. Well written and to the point.

I wish I had this a few months ago when I set up my ebay account. Written with easy to understand
step by step directions like a well written recipe. Ann's videos on YouTube make an excellent
supplement to the books.

Have been using e-bay for a while but never learned exactly how to do proper shipping. This book is
VERY informative, easy to stand VERY helpful. Good addition to your library regardless if using for
business.

On the same day, I purchased 2 e-books in preparation to becomming an eBay seller. Although I
am able to exchange emails with friends and can order successfully from , I haven't gathered the

courage to start my online selling business. This book certainly helped me get rid of the monster
under the bed concerning packaging and shipping and also global selling. It is well organized, is
written simply and clearly, and showed me how easy it is. Thank you, Ann.Frances

Great information...As a rather new ebay seller, I did Not ship to other countries because I was
unsure how to do it. Now I feel more confident I can do it the same way the author recommends and
did herself. Even the "Tip" to save time when listing items was worth the price of the book for me.
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